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MARKET INDICES ($)

YTD 1 month 3 months 1 year 3 years* 5 years*

MSCI World

S&P 500 (US)

FTSE 100 (UK)

FSE DAX (Germany)

Nikkei (Japan)

MSCI EM

S&P BSE SENSEX (India)

SSE Composite (China)

BOVESPA (Brazil)

MICEX (Russia)

25.19 2.89 8.19 25.19 10.43 6.65

31.49 3.02 9.07 31.49 15.27 11.70

22.03 5.26 10.39 22.03 8.72 3.66

23.21 1.90 9.76 23.21 7.09 4.62

21.88 2.51 8.33 21.88 12.14 10.50

18.42 7.46 11.84 18.42 11.57 5.61

20.55 7.13 7.59 20.55 -0.66 -3.43

11.87 1.64 5.93 11.87 13.79 5.82

26.78 12.31 14.32 26.78 15.82 8.85

43.58 7.66 15.37 43.58 10.27 16.07

MARKET COMMENTARY

It was another good month for most global equity markets as investors cheered news that the US and China were on track to sign “phase one” of the 
much-awaited trade deal between the two superpowers. This first lag of the deal effectively reduces tariffs on around $120 billion Chinese goods imports 
from 15% to 7.5% and helps to avert a new round of tariffs that were expected to be implemented in January. This provides a “glimmer of hope” for 
progress on this protracted trade tiff that has been a major source of uncertainty for investors. In the UK, expectations were that the country would exit 
the EU on the 31st of January, following Boris Johnson’s election victory earlier in the month. 

On the economic data front, US CPI data came in below consensus estimates, recording its fifth consecutive monthly decline in November. Similar 
weakness was observed in the US ISM manufacturing index, which also recorded its fifth consecutive monthly decline, marking its lowest reading since 
2009. In Europe, the market welcomed news that Germany had averted a recession as most economies struggled on the back of the Sino-US trade war. 

On the monetary policy front, the US Fed left interest rates unchanged and further indicated that they would need to see a “significant and persistent 
move in inflation” for them to consider a change in interest rates. Markets took these statements as dovish, leaving treasury yields lower and stocks 
higher on the day. In Europe, both the BOE and the ECB left interest rates unchanged, with the latter being newly appointed Christine Lagarde’s first 
monetary policy meeting. The ECB echoed the Fed’s statement, reiterating that rates will stay at the current level until the bank sees significant inflation 
moves, a stance which was again seen as accommodative.

The MSCI World Index continued with its strong run, delivering a return of +3.0% for the month, taking its 2019 full year calendar return to +28.4%. 

Emerging market equities recovered from the previous months’ poor showing, benefiting from renewed risk appetite and a weaker dollar as the MSCI 
Emerging Markets Index delivered a return of +7.5% for the month, taking the 2019 full year calendar return to +18.9% for the index.

Most major equity markets ended the month higher, with Japan’s Nikkei 225 (+2.5%), Germany’s FSE DAX (+1.9%) and the UK’s FTSE 100 (+5.3%) all 
delivering positive returns in December. Chinese markets responded positively to the progress made on the trade front, recovering from the previous 
months’ dismal returns as the Shanghai SE Composite posted a +7.1% return for the month. US equities delivered strong returns, with the S&P 500
returning +3.0% and the NASDAQ 100 returning +4.0% for the month, taking the 2019 full year calender returns to a staggering 31.5% for the former 
and 39.5% for the latter.

Platinum (+6.5%) and Gold (+3.7%) both finished the month higher. The price of Oil (+5.7%) closed the month higher as OPEC announced better than 
expected supply cuts and a plan to force better compliance to production limits.

The US dollar was broadly weaker for the month, depreciating against the Japanese Yen (-0.8%), euro (-1.8%), and the pound sterling (-2.4%). 

*All data is sourced from Morningstar Direct as at 31/12/2019. The performance of global asset classes is quoted in US dollars.

*Returns have been annualised.
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